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16th March 2021

Dear Parent / Carer,
The pupils have made a wonderful start back and we’ve been extremely impressed how quickly they have
settled. Thank you for your help and support with reopening. It’s been a pleasure to welcome several new
families and the pupils have done a great job of making nervous new class mates feel at home.
Wrap-around care
Our wrap-around services are fully open and places at Breakfast club and Arnie’s can be booked online through
Lunchshop. These services can be selected on an adhoc basis and do not require block bookings.
School lunches
As usual, hot lunches are also available for all pupils, including Nursery, and they are extremely popular with
over 100+ pupils per day. It’s important that Parents / Carers check their orders for the week to ensure the
bookings have been placed. Food is made to order and we always try to ensure there is very little surplus.
Red Nose Day – Friday 19th March / Wear something red
This Friday is Red Nose Day 2021! We would like to offer pupils the opportunity to have a non-uniform day and
wear something red for the day – be creative! Due to the challenging circumstances, we are not asking for a £1
donation but if Parents / Carers would like to contribute, we will send any money collected to Comic Relief.
Science Week
We are currently in the process of organising an exciting Science Week for the pupils, starting Monday 29 th
March. All the classes will be testing, experimenting, researching and learning about the fascinating scientific
world. If any Parents / Carers with a scientific background would like to contribute, we can arrange virtual class
visits which would allow pupils to listen to and question a scientist! Check ClassDojo for further details.
Holiday dates
We always follow the Cumbria County Council holiday dates which are displayed on the school website. These
are slightly different to Lancashire schools and some Kendal schools which have chosen to follow different
dates. As a reminder:
Thursday 1st April – school breaks up for Easter (Friday 2nd is Good Friday)
Monday 19th April – school reopens for the summer term
Let’s hope the run up to Easter is incident free and we can continue to work towards a full reopening of
businesses and easing of restrictions.
Thank you for your help and support,
Mr Sharp
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